
 

Shurdington Summer Cup Show. 

Pet classes – judged by Thomasina Mallett 

 

Thomasina was very excited to be invited to judge the pet classes at the Summer Cup show.  It was 

her first judging experience, and as she settled into it, she really enjoyed it, took it seriously and 

managed to concentrate throughout the show – not bad for a six year old!  I stewarded and 

scribed  for her, and made sure the comments on the critiques were as close to what she actually 

said as possible.  It was a very hot day and I think the does coped better in the heat, as they were 

more active and inquisitive, which clearly appealed to Thomasina in her final placings.  Thanks to Lisa 

Grove for giving her the opportunity, and another thanks to Jayne Warren for choosing her a great 

“thank you” gift, which she was delighted with.  Before we'd even left the venue, she was talking 

about “When I judge next time...”.  And finally a big congratulations to the winners!  [Deb Mallett] 

 

Adult-owned pet buck: 

1.A009.  Vari/hooded owned by Nicky Richards.  Nice and soft.  Fast and explored a lot, but not 

jumpy.  Confident and lovely to hold.  Made me laugh.  Didn't want to put him back in the 

tank!  Sweet baby. 

2.A010.  Black owned by Nicky Richards.  Really shiny.  Loved climbing so much!  Confident and 

lovely to hold.  A sweet baby, 

3.A008.  Russian blue owned by Katie van Zyl.  Made a big heap of bedding to hide his food!  A very 

sweet rat and very strokable.  Loved exploring.  Relaxed and confident. 

4.A007.  Black owned by Amy Foxford.  Big boy.  Loved being stroked and enjoyed a wash.  A sweet 

rat.  He went back to bed (his tank) by himself when I had finished judging him. 

 

Adult-owned pet doe: 

1.B003.  Owned by Katie van Zyl.  A lovely pearly colour.  [I'm afraid I didn't note down the variety 

for this one, sorry.  Deb] Confident explorer.  Happy being handed, popped back in tank by herself 

when done – and came back out for another cuddle!  Really soft fur.  Loved playing with bedding. 

2.B002.  Russian blue hooded/vari owned by Katie van Zyl.  Calmer than her cagemate.  Curious and 

explored and climbed.  Soft and shiny fur.  Really cute and sweet. 

3.B001.  Black capped owned by Nelly Brewer.  An explorer, liked climbing.  Got quite excited, happy 

to be stroked.  Really nice baby. 

 

Juvenile-owned pet: 

1.D002.  Buff owned by James Harris.  Happy to be picked up.  Liked sniffing me.  Tickly whiskers!  I 

liked his tail. 

2.D003.  Agouti owned by James Harris.  Liked exploring us.  Calm for a baby.  Really smooth fur. 

Enjoyed being cuddled.  Loved his stripy tail and white tummy. 

3.D001.  Siamese owned by Hannah Coull.  Loved sniffing me.  Sweet as can be.  Calm, relaxed and 

had a wash.  Very cute, cuddly and soft. 

 

Breeders' pet buck: 

1.G001.  Russian blue rex owned by Lilliput.  Sweet and calm.  A cuddle rat.  Relaxed, just wants to sit 

still and be stroked.  Nails a little bit sharp. 



 

Breeders' pet doe: 

1.H001.  Topaz hooded owned by Zappa.  Young girl.  Lovely soft, smooth fur.  She likes 

me!  Explored a lot, then sat for a cuddle.  Sweetie pie!  Pretty, colourful pattern.  Really nice and 

sweet. 

2.H004.  Champagne owned by Tenebrae.  Really soft fur.  Lovely pretty face and big eyes. Likes 

exploring everywhere.  Confident and calm.  In season. 

3.H003.  Marten (I think!) owned by Ionian.  Very sleepy, hid under the litter.  It felt like we were 

getting her out of bed.  Very pretty.  Calm and cute, lovely girl. 

4.H002.  Black owned by Symphony.  If she got lost in the night you wouldn't be able to find her 

because she is so black.  Desperate to say hello.  She's really nice and I just want to keep her. Really 

shiny and smooth, and looks so healthy.  Confident for a baby. 

 

 

Best adult-owned pet: 

1.B003.  Katie van Zyl. 

2.B002.  Katie van Zyl. 

3.B001.  Nelly Brewer. 

4.A009.  Nicky Richards. 

 

Best juvenile-owned pet: 

1.D002. James Harris. 

2.D003.  James Harris. 

3.D001.  Hannah Coull. 

 

Breeders' challenge:  

1.H001.  Zappa. 

2.H004.  Tenebrae. 

3.H003.  Ionian. 

4.H002.  Symphony. 

 

Best pet: 

1.H001.  Zappa. 

2.B003.  Katie van Zyl. 

3.D002.  James Harris. 

4.H004.  Tenebrae. 

 

Special awards:  

Kidnapped! H002.  Symphony. 

Tickliest feet: B002.  Katie van Zyl. 

Cutest face: A009.  Nicky Richards. 


